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Ireland: Housing supply continues to ramp up

Housing completions data for Q2 out this week provided further
important evidence of the ongoing improvement in housing
supply trends. There were 4,419 units completed in the second
quarter, up 34% on the same period in 2017, as the rate of
increase picked up from the 27% recorded in the first three
months of the year. In total, there have been 7,945 units
completed so far this year - 30% higher than in 2017 and almost
4 times the amount of new homebuilding completed 5 years ago
at the nadir of the crisis (only ca. 2,000 homes were built in H1
2013). While the recovery has so far generally seen completions
grow quite a bit faster in Dublin than in the rest of the country,
the growth so far this year has been broadly-based at around
30% in each case. At a county level, particularly strong growth
was recorded in Laois, Carlow and Louth in H1, while Leitrim and
Offaly are the only two counties to have experienced a fall in new
homebuilding in 2018.
Overall, we read the first half performance as consistent with a
possible full-year completions total of around 18,500 (from
14,400 in 2017). While that’s still a distance shy of estimated
medium-term demand (which is at least 25k), the rapid pace of
increase suggests that meaningful progress is now being made
on reducing the supply deficit. In turn, the uplift in supply implies
less support for price growth and is an important factor in
shaping our thinking that house price inflation is likely to continue
to decelerate from here.
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Eurozone: Latest acceleration in wage growth likely to attract ECB attention 

This week’s minutes of the July meeting of the ECB’s Governing
Council largely reiterated the messaging from Draghi’s post-
meeting press conference. Council members expressed
satisfaction that their forward guidance on interest rates had
been effective in aligning market views with the their expectation
that the key ECB interest rates would remain at their current
levels at least through the summer of 2019. In terms of the
economy, the account emphasised that, despite the slippage in
momentum since the turn of the year, the incoming data
confirmed that the euro area economy was proceeding along a
solid, broad-based growth path in line with the June staff
projections. On inflation, members broadly shared the view that
uncertainties surrounding the inflation outlook had been
receding. This week’s data flow provided useful - and we think
important - updates on both sides of the outlook. The flash PMIs
for August posted a marginal rise – a reading that will provide
policy makers with additional comfort that growth dynamics
continue to show signs of stabilising at healthy levels. Regarding
inflation, the latest figures on growth of negotiated wages
showed a second consecutive sharp pick-up in Q2 to stand at its
strongest in 5 ½ years. Notwithstanding the fact that prominent
risks to the outlook (including protectionism) bear close watching,
we wouldn’t be surprised to see some hawkish soundings from
the ECB in the period ahead reflecting the extent and speed of
the recent pick-up in wage growth.
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UK: Manufacturers output and order books remain heathy; UK steps-up efforts 
to prepare for no-deal Brexit

The latest survey from the CBI confirmed that trends in the UK
manufacturing sector remained healthy in August. In fairness,
overall output and order books both revealed a slight moderation
in the pace of growth but, in both cases, continued to expand at
a pace comfortably above respective long-run averages. What’s
more, output growth was broad-based (13 of the 17 sub-sectors
reported growth), while positive trends are expected to continue
over the quarter ahead. On orders trends, exporters continue to
experience particular strength, with the CBI linking it to sterling
weakness and strong global economy. However, the CBI also
sees the balance of risks tilted to the downside, in part related to
Brexit risks and uncertainties. One market where some Brexit
impacts are being felt is housing, with figures from Rightmove
showing the steepest monthly decline in August asking prices on
record (prices fell by 2.3% in Aug ’18 vs. an average Aug.
decline of 0.9%). This suggests that recent weakness in this
measure of prices goes beyond the usual summer pattern, with
particular weakness felt in London where prices fell by 3.1%
m/m. Mortgage approvals figures were also disappointing, with a
decline of 1.8% m/m in July leaving the y/y rate in negative
territory for a 10th month in a row. Meanwhile, although the
government’s accelerated effort around preparations for a no-
deal Brexit has been billed as responsible contingency planning
for an unlikely scenario, the 25 guidance papers issued this week
have refocused attention on no-deal Brexit risk, both within and
outside financial markets.
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US: Fed signals a September hike with more to come; PMIs point to some loss 
of momentum in Q3

This week’s minutes of the August FOMC policy meeting clearly
signalled that a further rate hike should be expected in
September – in line with firmly-held market expectations.
Furthermore, with recent data seen as validating the Fed outlook
for the economy, the FOMC continues to signal that further
gradual tightening of interest rate policy is likely to be appropriate
over the period ahead. The minutes noted that following strong
GDP growth in Q2, the pace of expansion is expected to
moderate in H2 ’18 but remain above potential growth. The
recent robust pace of expansion in the manufacturing and
service sectors was also mentioned, and indeed, this week’s
Markit PMI surveys signalled that activity growth has remained
healthy in August. However, a 3rd decline in a row in the
Composite PMI is pointing to some loss of momentum in the
early stages of H2 following very strong growth in Q2, though the
index remains broadly in line with the post-crisis average. The
Fed has also acknowledged that housing activity appears to have
softened somewhat, and this week’s news on the housing market
was again slightly disappointing, with sales in both existing and
new homes unexpectedly falling in August. Overall, the minutes
did not contain any fresh hawkish surprises, so our outlook for
Fed policy remains unchanged: barring the crystallisation of
downside risks (the minutes make clear that trade policy remains
an important source of uncertainty and risk), the Fed is likely to
continue to tighten policy settings over the period ahead, and by
more than is currently priced in interest rate markets.
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Financial Markets: Brexit risk concerns see Eur/GBP back above 90p 

While a cliff-edge Brexit is not in the interests of either side, this
week’s extensive communications from the UK Brexit department
have served to highlight again the very high levels of uncertainty
and complexity which would characterise such a scenario. Taken
together with the news that the latest discussions have not
resulted in any significant progress on outstanding issues
(including the Irish border) this has seen Eur/GBP once again
follow the well-worn path of least resistance at times of focus on
Brexit, and push higher. The pair ends the week once again
trading above the 90p mark. It is notable that the move higher
from 87.5p in mid-June has occurred despite a sterling-positive
move in 5-year interest rate spreads. That is, rather than rise
modestly as might have been expected given developments in
relative interest rate expectations over the past two months or so
(when the ECB has sounded dovish and the BoE has hiked
again), sterling has actually weakened meaningfully. We read
this pattern as consistent with the market pricing in a larger hard-
Brexit risk premium. All else equal, two implications arise in our
view. First, if the sides do manage to make meaningful progress
in resolving the outstanding issues in the weeks / months ahead,
there could be upside for sterling as the current risk premium
gets scaled back. Second, while we think the ultimately a deal
can and will get done, we remain concerned that the probability
of that not happening has risen, and that the path to any deal is
unlikely to be smooth. Thus, we continue to flag the important
risk of further bouts of volatility and downside for the pound.
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Currency and interest rate market trends
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Market Monitor
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Note:  the data in the tables are indicative only and are sourced 
from Bloomberg. Latest data are updated as at the time of 
publication. “weekly ∆” refers to the change from the previous 
week’s closing levels.

Ulster Bank Cost of Funds Rate (365 day count) = 0.43%
Euro rates are quoted in 360-day convention.
To convert to 365 day count, divide by 360, & multiply by 365

Interest Rate Markets
Latest (%) weekly ∆, bps

EUR 3 Month Euribor -0.319 0.0

2 Year Swaps -0.15 1

5 Year Swaps 0.28 1

10 Year Swaps 0.88 1

GBP 3 Month Libor 0.806 0.1

2 Year Swaps 1.09 1

5 Year Swaps 1.33 2

10 Year Swaps 1.53 2

USD 3 Month Libor 2.317 0.5

2 Year Swaps 2.81 0

5 Year Swaps 2.86 -2

10 Year Swaps 2.91 -2

Foreign Exchange Markets
Latest weekly ∆, %

EUR/GBP, £ 0.902 0.6

GBP/EUR, € 1.108 -0.6

EUR/USD, $ 1.159 1.4

GBP/USD, $ 1.285 0.8

EUR/JPY, JP¥ 129.0 2.1

GBP/JPY, JP¥ 143.0 1.5

USD/JPY, JP¥ 111.3 0.7

EUR/CHF, CHF 1.140 0.1

Stocks & Commodities
Latest weekly ∆, %

ISEQ 6,773          1.1

STOXX Europe 600 384              0.8

FTSE 100 7,575          0.2

S&P 500 2,857          0.2

Dow Jones 25,657        0.0

Nasdaq 7,878          0.8

NIKKEI 22,602        1.5

OIL (London Brent) 75.6             5.2

Gold 1,192          1.3



Highlights for the week ahead: Busy Irish calendar includes Q2 Labour Force 
Survey and EHECS; inflation in focus abroad

In a key week on the Irish economic calendar, the Q2 Labour
Force Survey (on Tuesday) is expected to signal that favourable
labour market trends continued in Q2 following robust (and
stronger than expected) employment growth of 0.7% q/q or 2.9%
y/y in Q1. Furthermore, with the provisional, monthly estimate of
the unemployment rate at 5.2% in Q2 as whole (and 5.1% in
July), the official unemployment rate is also expected to reach a
new cycle low following 5.8% in Q1. With the amount of spare
capacity reducing, the Q2 EHECS data (on Wednesday) is
expected to point to continuation of gradual, but discernible,
upward pressure in wage growth following growth of 2.4% y/y in
Q1. In turn, this is expected to continue to underpin solid trends
in retail sales at the start of Q3 (on Tuesday) following very
strong performance in Q2.
The labour market will also be in focus in the Eurozone, with
figures out on Friday expected to show the jobless rate at a new
cycle-low of 8.2% in July following 8.3% in June. The Eurozone
docket also includes HICP inflation figures (on Friday), with core
inflation expected to have remained unchanged at 1.1% in
August. In the US, the Fed’s preferred inflation gauge, the core
PCE deflator (on Thursday), is also expected to attract attention,
with core inflation seen matching a six-year high of 2% in July
following 1.9% in June. The July personal income and spending
report is also expected to highlight that both consumer spending
and income growth had a solid start to Q3, with the consensus
expecting that each rose by 0.4% m/m in July.
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Economic calendar for the week commencing August 27th

Ireland / Eurozone UK US
Monday

09.00 – GE IFO Business Climate (Aug) 13.30 – Chicago Fed National Activity (Jul)

13.30 – Dallas Fed Manufacturing Activity (Aug)

Tuesday

09.00 – EZ M3 Money Supply (Jul)

11.00 – Labour Force Survey (Q2); Population and 
Migration Estimates (Q2); Retail Sales (Jul)

12.00 – ECB speech on Monetary and 
Macroprudential policy (Chief Economist Praet)

13.30 – Wholesale Inventories (Jul); Advance 
Goods Trade Balance (Jul)

15.00 – Conference Board Consumer Confidence 
(Aug); Richmond Fed Manufacturing Index (Jul)

Wednesday

11.00 – Earnings and Labour Costs (Q2); 
Overseas Travel (Jul)

00.01 – BRC Shop Price Index (Aug) 13.30 – GDP growth – 2nd estimate (Q2)

15.00 – Pending Home Sales (Jul)

Thursday

10.00 – EZ Economic Sentiment Indicator (Aug)

13.00 – GE CPI (Aug)

09.30 – Mortgage Approvals (Jul); M4 Money 
Supply (Jul); Net Consumer Credit (Jul)

13.30 – Personal Income / Spending (Jul); Core 
PCE deflator (Jul); Jobless Claims

Friday

10.00 – EZ Unemployment Rate (Jul); CPI inflation 
(Aug)

19.00 – ECB speech (Vice-president Guindos)

00.01 – GfK Consumer Credit (Aug); Lloyds 
Business Barometer (Aug)

09.30 – Nationwide House Price (Aug)

14.45 – Chicago PMI (Aug)

15.00 – U. of Michigan Sentiment – final (Aug)
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Important Information

This document is intended for clients or potential clients of Ulster Bank Limited and Ulster Bank Ireland DAC (together and separately, 
"Ulster Bank") and is not intended for any other person. It does not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or sell any instrument or to 
provide any service in any jurisdiction where the required authorisation is not held. Ulster Bank and/or its associates and/or its employees 
may have a position or engage in transactions in any instruments mentioned. 

The information including any opinions expressed is indicative and may constitute our judgement at time of publication and are subject to 
change without notice. The information contained herein should not be construed as advice, and is not intended to be construed as such. 

This publication provides only a brief review of the complex issues discussed and recipients should not rely on information contained here 
without seeking specific advice on matters that concern them. Ulster Bank make no representations or warranties with respect to the 
information and disclaim all liability for use the recipient or their advisors make of the information. 

Ulster Bank Ireland DAC. A private company limited by shares, trading as Ulster Bank, Ulster Bank Group, Banc Uladh, Lombard and 
Ulster Bank Invoice Finance. Registered in Republic of Ireland. Registered No 25766. Registered Office: Ulster Bank Group Centre, 
George's Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VR98. Member of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group. Ulster Bank Ireland DAC is regulated by the Central 
Bank of Ireland. Calls may be recorded.

Ulster Bank Limited Registered Number: R733 Northern Ireland. Registered Office: 11-16 Donegal Square East, Belfast BT1 5UB. 
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation
Authority, and entered on the Financial Services Register (Registration Number 122315). Calls may be recorded. 
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